MODULE SEVEN

FINDING JOBS IN FOOTBALL

This module has helped you to find jobs in the football industry. By using some of the techniques we have discussed it will help you potentially find your dream job in football.

We would highly recommend developing your searching techniques and searching a range of websites and social media sites. This will increase your chances of finding jobs and means you won’t miss any opportunities.

Search the full range of websites and social media sites, as some sites advertise different sector roles - UK Sport often advertise coaching roles whereas recruitment sites are more for business roles.

In the football industry it is common to have ‘hidden’ vacancies which won’t be advertised - Football clubs rarely openly advertise for new managers! Consider how you may access these vacancies (Potentially through networking!).

It would be recommended to be proactive with your job searching and creating a routine and schedule to do this regularly. You may not have time to do this on a daily basis but consider what you can do. We would also recommend trying to create opportunities for yourself. If the job you want is not available how about trying to create it?

3 KEY POINTS FROM THIS MODULE

1. Use a range of different ways to search for jobs (Job pages, recruitment sites, social media etc)
2. Develop techniques to find ‘hidden’ vacancies and other opportunities (e.g. networking etc)
3. Don’t just wait for opportunities - see if you can be proactive and create them!

If you have any questions or queries about this module please do not hesitate to get in touch.